Assignment 5

The due date for submitting this assignment is passed.
Do as per records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Art line is considered as a,  
   - moving dot  
   - boundary  
   - contour  
   No. the answer is incorrect.  
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: moving dot

2) A line that starts from a point, travel and returns to the same point is called,  
   - gesture line  
   - contour line  
   - pure line  
   No. the answer is incorrect.  
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: contour line

3) Contour line emphasizes on,  
   - texture  
   - shape  
   - movement  
   No. the answer is incorrect.  
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: shape

4) Gesture line emphasizes on,  
   - texture  
   - shape  
   - movement  
   No. the answer is incorrect.  
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: movement

5) Thinner lines suggest,  
   - shiny surface  
   - dull surface  
   - rough surface  
   No. the answer is incorrect.  
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: shiny surface

6) Thicker lines suggest,  
   - shiny surface  
   - dull surface  
   - rough surface  
   No. the answer is incorrect.  
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: dull surface

7) A line that does not produce a shape is called,  
   - gesture line  
   - contour line  
   - pure line  
   No. the answer is incorrect.  
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: pure line

8) A disconnected line can be mentally connected in a psychic line formation if there is,  
   - gap  
   - direction  
   - closure  
   No. the answer is incorrect.  
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: closure

9) Psychic line is applied in,  
   - lost and found contour  
   - lost and found gesture  
   - outlined contour  
   No. the answer is incorrect.  
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: lost and found contour

10) A wide, broad area can be made continuous with,  
    - eye direction  
    - overlapping  
    - orthogonal  
    No. the answer is incorrect.  
    Score: 0
    Accepted Answers: eye direction